Pursuit eye movements introduce retinal motion that complicates the recovery of self-motion from retinal flow. An extra-retinal, eye-velocity signal could be used to aid estimation of the observer's path, perhaps by converting retino-centric into head-centric motion. This conversion is apparently not precise because we often misperceive head-centric object velocity: in the Filehne illusion, for example, a stationary object appears to move in the opposite direction to the eye movement. Similar errors should be expected when extra-retinal, eye-velocity signals are used in self-motion tasks. However, most self-motion studies conclude that path direction is recovered quite accurately. Path perception and the Filehne illusion were therefore compared directly in order to examine the apparent discrepancy. A nulling technique determined the velocity of simulated eye rotation that cancelled the perceived curvature of the path or, in a Filehne condition, the perceived rotation of the ground-plane stimulus. In either case, observers typically set the simulated eye rotation to be a fixed proportion of the actual eye pursuit made. No differences were found between path perception and Filehne illusion. The apparent inaccuracy of path perception during a real eye movement was confirmed in a second experiment, using a standard 'mouse-pointing' technique. The experiments provide support for a model of head-centric motion perception based on extra-retinal and retinal signals that are linearly related to pursuit and retinal speed, respectively.
Introduction
Pursuit eye movements create unwanted retinal motion. This complicates the interpretation of retinal velocities because during the eye movement, the correspondence between retinal motion and motion with respect to the head is altered. The image of a pursued object, for instance, is approximately stationary on the retina. Nevertheless, the object appears to move with a velocity that correlates with the eye movement. The visual system evidently has access to information about the distorting effect of eye movements on the retinal image and is able to compensate for them.
The ability of the visual system to transform retinocentric motion into head-centric motion could be based on retinal image information alone. For instance, the visual system might compute the relative motion between the pursued object and its background, and then assume that the background is stationary (Wallach, 1959) . However, a stationary background does not always appear stationary during an eye movement (the Filehne illusion: Filehne, 1922) . Also, a pursued object appears to move with respect to the head, even when no background reference is present. This implies that the visual system uses extra-retinal estimates of pursuit eye velocity to recover motion with respect to the head (von Holst, 1954) .
The idea that pursuit eye velocity is estimated extraretinally can be used to explain why, in particular circumstances, head-centric object-motion is misperceived. In the Aubert-Fleischl phenomenon, a moving object appears slower when pursued (Fleischl, 1882; Aubert, 1886) . This can be accounted for by an extraretinal signal that underestimates eye velocity (see Howard, 1982, and Wertheim, 1994 , for reviews). Similar explanations have been offered for the Filehne illusion. To understand how extra-retinal underestimation of eye pursuit could account for these mis-judgements of object motion, one needs to consider the formal relationship between head-centric angular velocity (H), retino-centric angular velocity (R) and eye pursuit (P):
The Aubert-Fleischl phenomenon involves a comparison of two conditions: a pursuit condition and a no-pursuit condition. In the former, perceived head-centric speed is a function of P alone (assuming accurate eye movements), whilst in the latter, perceived head-centric speed is a function of R alone. Thus, if P is underestimated by an extra-retinal signal, the object will appear to move more slowly when pursued. In the case of the Filehne illusion, an eye pursuit leads to an equal and opposite retinal motion of an object that is stationary with respect to the head; thus, by underestimating the pursuit velocity, R and P do not cancel in Eq. (1). The stationary object appears to move opposite to the pursuit because P is less than R.
These explanations assume that R is estimated accurately. This need not be the case. For instance, the retinal signal encoding motion on the retina could over-estimate R (Howard, 1982) . In this case, the assumption is that P is estimated accurately. Since neither assumption is necessarily correct, we have recently proposed a model of head-centric motion perception based on errors in both extra-retinal and retinal signals (Freeman & Banks, 1998a) 1 . The model assumes that extra-retinal and retinal signals are linearly related to pursuit and retinal velocity, respectively. Thus, from Eq. (1), perceived head-centric motion (H . ) is given by:
where r and e are termed the retinal and extra-retinal gains, respectively. In a specific test of the model, we showed that both the Aubert -Fleischl phenomenon and Filehne illusion reverse at low spatial frequencies, in a manner commensurate with a decrease of retinal gain as spatial frequency decreases (Freeman & Banks, 1998a) . Extra-retinal, eye-velocity signals are also thought to play a role in the perception of the direction of selfmotion 2 from moving retinal images (Royden, Banks & Crowell, 1992; Royden, Crowell & Banks, 1994; Banks, Ehrlich, Backus & Crowell, 1996; Ehrlich, Beck, Crowell, Freeman & Banks, 1998) . Observers might therefore be expected to misperceive their direction of self-motion, or path, by an amount determined by the size of the Aubert-Fleischl phenomenon or Filehne illusion (see below). However, most recent studies of self-motion conclude that path perception is reasonably accurate during pursuit eye movements (Warren & Hannon, 1988 , 1990 Royden et al., 1992 Royden et al., ,1994 van den Berg, 1992; Royden, 1994; van den Berg & Brenner, 1994; Banks et al., 1996) . This questions the involvement of extra-retinal signals in path perception. The apparent discrepancy is examined here, by directly comparing path perception and the Filehne illusion using the same psychophysical technique.
It is important to establish whether, in theory, we should expect similar magnitudes of perceptual error to accompany self-motion and object-motion. One particular concern is that in the case of the Filehne illusion, the retinal motion is completely determined by the eye movement whereas during self-motion, eye pursuit combines with observer locomotion to produce a more complex pattern of retinal motion. If the eye does not rotate, information about an observer's path is carried by the characteristic expanding pattern of retinal motion produced by the moving observer (e.g. Gibson, Olum & Rosenblatt, 1955) . The more complex pattern that occurs during an eye movement arises from the interaction between two components of retinal motion: one due to the observer's translation and one due to the eye's rotation. The eye movement therefore alters the radial pattern, shifting the central focus of expansion away from the observer's current direction of self-motion (Regan & Beverley, 1982) .
How might an observer's path be distorted if inaccurate extra-retinal and retinal signals interact during the perception of self-motion? As suggested, the situation is more complicated than that described by Eq. (2) above. From standard flow equations (Longuet-Higgins & Prazdny, 1980; Bruss & Horn, 1983) , retinal motion in an idealised image plane is the sum of a component of motion corresponding to the eye movement and a component corresponding to observer translation:
f is the instantaneous retinal motion (termed retinal flow) at the point [x, y] in the image plane and f T and f R the translational and rotational components, respectively. According to the model of Freeman and Banks (1998a) , the retinal estimate of flow (f. ) is therefore:
1 The idea that errors in both extra-retinal and retinal signals need to be considered for a complete account of head-centric object motion perception has not been considered by many authors. Wertheim and Bekkering (1992) (see also Wertheim, 1994, p. 309) proposed that retinal signals may underestimate retinal motion at short stimulus durations; but this proposal was put forward specifically to explain the intriguing inversion of the Filehne illusion found in elderly observers. Indeed, for younger observers, Wertheim and Bekkering state: ''Since this explanation applies only to older subjects, it implies that only with young subjects is 150 ms sufficient to properly register a 12 deg s − 1 image velocity in the retinal signal'' (p. 2381). In a more general account, Wertheim (1994) allows for the possibility that retinal signals may be inaccurate but the idea is not explicitly implemented in his model. 2 The present experiments do not address whether observers experience a sense of vection from the simulations of forward motion presented to them. In the current context, therefore, the use of the term ''self-motion'' refers to the recovery of the simulated path, as opposed to any sense of vection akin to that experienced when placed inside a full-field optokinetic drum.
Path perception involves the recovery of f T . This can be achieved by subtracting an extra-retinal estimate of the retinal flow component due to the eye movement (f. P ). Note that this is equivalent to adding the pursuit eye velocity, as in Eq. (1); the change of sign simply reflects a change in co-ordinate system. Thus, the corrected flow is:
At best, f T can be recovered up to a scale factor defined by the retinal gain. This suffices for judgements of self-motion direction because they rely principally on the directions of local motions.
It is helpful to express the rotational components of Eq. (5) as the angular velocities defined in Eqs. (1) and (2). From Bruss and Horn (1983) , their Eq. (8), horizontal angular rotations (v) are related to their corresponding Cartesian flow components (f v ) by the expression:
where
Thus, f R =k R and f P = −k P; the minus sign converts the head-centric velocity P to a retino-centric velocity f P . The extra-retinal estimate of f P is therefore:
Combining Eqs. (5)- (7) yields the following extraretinal model for path perception during a pursuit eye movement:
The expression inside the square-brackets of Eq. (8) is identical to Eq. (2). The main reason for this is the assumed linearity of the signals involved: for instance, the linearity of the retinal signal enables the rotational and translational components to be separated in Eq. (4). Under these assumptions, it is not surprising to find that path perception should be inaccurate if a significant Filehne illusion is found for a given observer. What is less obvious is that the inaccuracy manifests itself as a curvature of the perceived path. This is demonstrated in Fig. 1 . The top row shows the (instantaneous) retinal flow for an observer travelling in a straight path (towards the solid rectangle) over a ground plane, whilst making a horizontal eye movement to the right. The flow pattern serves as input to retinal mechanisms that estimate local speed and direction. Two scenarios are depicted: in the left column, retinal gain is set to 0.8 and in the right column to 0.2. In both cases, extra-retinal gain is fixed at 0.4. The intervening panels show the effect of the respective gains on the encoded flow field (second row) and the extra-retinal estimate of the eye movement's affect on the image (third row). The panels of the bottom row show the result when these are combined (refer to Eq. (5)). When the retinal gain is greater than extra-retinal gain, the vectors in the corrected flow pattern revolve about a point to the right of the true path (bottom left). This corresponds to a path curving to the right, in the same direction as the eye movement. When the retinal gain is less than extra-retinal gain, the vectors of the corrected flow pattern revolve about a point to the left of the true path (bottom right). In this case, the path curves to the left, in the opposite direction to the eye movement. Fig. 1 . Graphical representations of the effect of dissimilar extra-retinal and retinal gains on recovery of head-centric flow fields. The left column depicts the result when retinal gain is greater than extra-retinal gain (r \ e); the right column depicts the result when the retinal gain is less than extra-retinal gain (rB e). The top row shows the (instantaneous) flow field for an observer translating at 1.25 eye heights s − 1 in a straight path towards the solid rectangle, whilst executing a horizontal eye movement of 10 deg s − 1 to the right. The simulated observer height was 1.6 m, giving a translation speed of 2 m s − 1 . If viewed with the eye stationary, the perceived path would curve to the right (e.g. Royden et al., 1992 Royden et al., ,1994 . The panels of the second row depict encoded flow fields for retinal gains of r =0.8 (left panel) and r =0.2 (right panel). The panels of the third row depict extra-retinal estimates of the eye rotation, with extra-retinal gain of e =0.4 in both cases. The corrected flow fields, obtained by subtracting the extra-retinal estimates from the retinal estimates, are shown in the fourth row (see Eq. (5)). When r \e (left column), the resulting corrected flow pattern corresponds to a path curving to the right of the true direction of self-motion. When r Be (right column), the resulting corrected flow field corresponds to a path curving to the left of the true direction of self-motion. Thus, in principle, path curvature depends on the relationship between retinal and extra-retinal gain. 
Experiment 1: gain ratio for path perception and Filehne illusion

Stimuli
Each motion sequence consisted of a small pursuit target (10× 39 min arc) that moved horizontally, 1.9°a bove the upper edge of a random-dot ground plane. The dots moved to simulate translation of the observer in a straight path over the ground plane. The direction of simulated translation was always directed towards the centre of the screen. The dots also simulated the effect of pursuit eye rotation about a vertical axis that passed through the nodal point of the observer's eye, as shown in Fig. 2 . Dots moving behind the observer's eye were wrapped back to the farthest edge of the plane. Initial dot positions were randomised from trial to trial.
A moving window prevented observers from using the deletion and accretion of peripheral dots as a cue to the correct answer in the Filehne condition. If viewed through a static window, the ground plane is stationary (with respect to the head) when no dots appear or disappear at the edge of the display. Therefore, stimuli were viewed through a moving window yoked to the motion of the pursuit target. The window had a width of 75°and height equal to the height of the screen. When viewed through the window, the image of the ground plane subtended 33°vertically.
Stimuli were displayed using an ECP 4000 Electrohome projection system. This rear-projected onto a large, translucent screen, located in a completely darkened room. Displays were shown at frame rate of 75 Hz under the control of an Apple Macintosh 9500/132 Power PC. On each frame, dot positions were rendered with sub-pixel accuracy, using a simple anti-aliasing technique described in Georgeson, Freeman and ScottSamuel (1996) . A dot consisted of a two by two matrix of pixels, each pixel measuring approximately 9.8×9.8 min arc from the 42 cm viewing distance. Gamma-correction was employed throughout. This provided a black background of 0.01 cd m − 2 and a maximum dot luminance of 11 cd m − 2
. The observer's head was held stationary in a standard head and chin rest, unless eye movements were recorded, in which case a bite-bar was used. Viewing was monocular.
Procedure
In the test interval, a pursuit target appeared against a black background. Following a key-press, the target moved horizontally at a speed of 2.5, 5, 10 or 20 deg s The above establishes that, in theory, errors in retinal and extra-retinal estimates of motion can lead to distortions in both self-motion and object-motion. It remains to be determined empirically whether this is the case. This was addressed using a nulling technique that enabled direct comparison of path perception and Filehne illusion. Two intervals were presented: a test interval, accompanied by a moving fixation point, and a standard interval, in which fixation was stationary. In the Path condition, both test and standard simulated observer translation along a straight path, over a randomdot ground plane. In the Filehne condition, the translation was set to zero. The test interval was accompanied by a rotation (H) of the ground plane about the Y-axis (see Fig. 2 ). The observer's task was to adjust H until test and standard appeared equal. In the Path condition, this is equivalent to asking the observer to adjust H until their path appears straight; in the Filehne condition, this is equivalent to asking the observer to adjust H until the ground plane appears stationary.
From Eq. (1), R= H −P. Substituting this into Eq. (8):
Thus, the observer's task is modelled as reducing the expression in the square-brackets to zero. At this null point:
with upper-case italics denoting speed. The groundplane rotation at this null point is defined as the null rotation. According to the model, the gain ratio (e/r) is independent of both translation and pursuit speed. Put another way, null rotation should be a fixed proportion of the pursuit speed (Eq. (10)). Thus, a plot of gain ratio against pursuit target speed should be flat, with similar functions for both the Filehne illusion and path perception. This was tested in Experiment 1. In Experiment 2, a standard 'mouse-pointing' technique was used to confirm the findings in the Path condition.
. The translation was accompanied by a ground-plane rotation that was adjusted by the observer. The fixation target continued to move after the ground plane disappeared. Observers were encouraged to continue pursuing until the target disappeared 1 s later. The fixation target reached the centre of the screen, halfway through the 3 s period in which it was visible. Fixation speed and distance were completely correlated.
The standard interval always followed the test interval. The time-course of events was exactly the same as the test interval. The standard was viewed with a stationary eye. In the Filehne condition, the standard depicted a stationary ground plane. In the Path conditions, the standard simulated observer translation at the appropriate speed. The path was straight and directed toward the centre of the screen.
The rotation in the test interval was altered by a method of adjustment.
Step sizes were p, p/4 or p/16, where p= pursuit target speed. In each session, all four pursuit speeds were studied at one of the three possible translation speeds. Adjustments were completed for one pursuit speed before moving to the next. Pursuit direction was randomised across pursuit speed but within any one speed, direction remained fixed and to the left or right.
Each observer carried out four to six replications of each condition, with the mean of final three replications used to describe performance.
Obser6ers
Three observers took part in the experiments: the first author (TCAF), an experienced psychophysical observers (SME) and a less experienced psychophysical observer (SJMF). Both SME and SJMF were naive to the hypotheses of the experiment.
Eye mo6ement recording
Eye movements were recorded in a separate replication of the experiment. A limbus eye tracker (ASL Model 210) was mounted on a bite-bar. Eye position was sampled at 300 Hz. Pursuit speed was calculated by first low-pass filtering the eye position record. The temporal derivative of the result was taken, using a simple differencing procedure. Saccades were removed with a 10 deg s − 1 amplitude criterion and a 150 ms span. Pursuit speed was computed as the mean speed over the remaining period in which the ground plane was visible.
Eye movements were recorded for TCAF and SJMF. The adjustments made by these observers were similar to those collected in the main experiment. They are therefore not reported.
Results
All observers agreed that in the Path condition, the path appeared to curve to the left or the right when the ground-plane rotation was set some way from the null point. The sign of the curvature depended upon the sign of the rotation. The general strategy used by observers was to explore the effect of large adjustments of ground-plane rotation, concentrating on the change in sign of the curved path perceived. Medium and small steps were then used to 'home-in' on the null rotation that made the path appear straight. A similar strategy was used for the Filehne illusion, this time keeping check on whether the ground plane rotated 'with' or 'against' the eye movement.
Eq. (10) was used to compute the gain ratio (e/r) from the settings made by each observer. The pursuit (P) was assumed to be accurate. Fig. 3 plots the resulting mean gain ratios against pursuit target speed for the three observers studied. The Filehne condition is shown by the open symbols; the Path conditions by the closed symbols. For reference, the equivalent null rotations, expressed as a proportion of the pursuit target speed, are shown on the opposing axes. A gain ratio of one-that is, no misjudgement of ground-plane station- 
Experiment 2: perceived direction of self-motion at the null-point
The results of Experiment 1 indicate that path perception is inaccurate during pursuit eye movements. This conclusion seems to contradict previous work. Why is this? Two techniques are commonly used in studies of path perception. In the first, observers are asked to indicate their perceived path using a mouse cursor to point to where they appear to be heading. In the second, observers judge whether they would pass to the left of right of a visual reference placed in the scene; the direction of the landmark is manipulated using standard psychophysical techniques to determine the perceived heading. Both methods can be used to compute a direction error (the difference between perceived and actual path direction). One possible explanation for the present finding therefore concerns differences between the methods used: perhaps the nulling technique is more sensitive to the errors accompanying path perception. Previous studies have also concentrated on the larger direction errors that accompany simulated eye pursuit, a condition where the eye is stationary. Thus, a second possible explanation is that the larger errors accompanying a simulated eye rotation mask the fact that during real eye pursuit conditions, path perception is inaccurate though to a lesser degree. This would seem to be confirmed in the published data available. Studies indicate small but consistent direction errors (see, for instance, Figs. 8 and 10 of Banks et al. (1996) , Fig. 3 of van den Berg & Brenner (1994) and Fig. 9 of Royden et al. (1994) ).
The data of Banks et al. (1996) are the most relevant to the present findings. They showed that when mixtures of real and simulated eye rotation were presented to their observers, direction errors increased with the proportion of simulated eye rotation in their displays. It is important to realise that in the study of Banks et al., intermediate mixtures of real and simulated eye rotation depicted pursuit and ground planes rotating in opposite directions with respect to the head. This makes sense because the authors' intention was to simulate the effect of eye rotation on the retinal image. For example, to simulate a pursuit of 5 deg s − 1 to the right, the ground plane must rotate in the opposite direction, that is 5 deg s − 1 to the left (see Eq. (1)). Importantly, at least two of their three observers showed small but consistent direction errors when no simulated eye rotation was presented. Moreover, these direction errors increased when the proportion of simulated eye rotation was increased. Thus, by extrapolation, direction errors should decrease (and perhaps become negative) if the ground plane is made to rotate in the same direction as the pursuit eye movement. This is entirely consistent with the present findings because, in Experiment 1, ground plane and pursuit target rotated in the same direction at the null point. arity or direction of self-motion -corresponds to a null rotation of 0. Gain ratios higher than this require the ground plane to rotate in the opposite direction to the pursuit. Gain ratios less than 1 require the ground plane to rotate in the same direction as the pursuit.
The results show that gain ratio remained constant for a factor of eight change in pursuit target speed. In addition, there is little evidence that gain ratio was dependent on translation speed. For a factor of eight change in translation speed in the two Path conditions (closed symbols), gain ratio is similar. For most conditions, gain ratio was less than one. Thus, when the translation was set to 0, observers exhibited a classic Filehne illusion: the ground plane had to rotate in the same direction as the pursuit to counteract the misperceived head-centric motion (see Wertheim, 1987 Wertheim, , 1994 .
The assumption that pursuit was accurate was reasonable for observer SJMF: her mean pursuit gain (measured pursuit speed / pursuit target speed) was 1.1 (S.D. = 0.04), with no systematic variation across either pursuit target speed or translation speed. Even though observer SME's eye movements were not recorded, her eye movements were probably accurate too, because we have found pursuit gains close to 1 for this observer in related experiments on path perception (Ehrlich et al., 1998) . Observer TCAF, however, showed a systematic decrease in pursuit gain with pursuit target speed. Collapsing over translation speed, the mean pursuit gains for this observer were: 1.7 (S.D.= 0.3), 1.4 (S.D.=0.3), 1.2 (S.D.= 0.1) and 1.0 (S.D.=0.1). Fig. 4 shows the results of a separate analysis for this observer, using the measured pursuits to estimate P in Eq. (10). The difference in gain ratio between the various conditions is decreased for this observer when the measured pursuits are used. There was no evidence for any systematic difference between conditions for observers SME and SJMF (middle and bottom panels of Fig. 3) .
In summary, gain ratio appears largely independent of both translation and pursuit speed, as predicted by the model. A classic Filehne illusion gives rise to equivalent distortions in the path perceived during pursuit eye movements. Experiment 2 investigated this idea by presenting displays containing different mixtures of eye pursuit and ground-plane rotation. Specifically, the pursuit was fixed at 5 deg s − 1 and the ground plane rotated at one of 11 rotations, between −5 deg s − 1 and + 5 deg s ; the sign is reversed. Observers indicated their perceived path using a standard 'mouse-pointing' technique described below. According to the results of Experiment 1, direction errors should be zero at ground-plane rotations equal to the null rotations that produce a perceptually straight path.
Procedure
Following a mouse-press, the fixation point rotated to the left or right at a constant speed. A ground plane was shown 1 s later, for a duration of 1 s. The ground plane was identical to that used in Experiment 1. Its motion simulated observer translation in a direction selected randomly from the 95°about the centre of the screen. At the end of the trial, the last frame remained visible and a small cursor (a bright dot) appeared on the surface of the ground plane. The observer moved the cursor with the mouse to indicate their perceived direction of self-motion. Specifically, the observers were asked to move the cursor to intersect the path they perceived themselves to be travelling along. The cursor was constrained to move on a fixed, horizontal radius about the Y-axis, in the plane of the random-dot surface. The radius was set to 40 m.
Each pursuit direction was coupled with one of 11 ground-plane rotations that simulated the effect of a pursuit eye rotation. Rotations were selected from the range −5 deg s − 1 to + 5 deg s − 1
. Each observer completed five replications of the 22 conditions (11 rotations ×two pursuit directions).
Results
Data were collapsed across pursuit direction and then direction error (perceived-actual path direction) computed. Fig. 5 plots mean direction error against simulated eye rotation. The oblique lines represent linear regressions on the three sets of data. The vertical lines indicate the null rotations reported by these observers for a pursuit of 5 deg s − 1 in Experiment 1. Note that these have been converted into simulated eye rotations by multiplying by −1.
A clear trend is seen for all three observers. When pursuit target and ground plane rotate in opposite directions (positive simulated eye rotation), direction errors are large and in the direction of the pursuit target. This agrees with the data of Banks et al. (1996) , who took this as evidence that the path appears to curve in this situation (see also Royden, 1994 and Ehrlich et al., 1998) . When pursuit target and ground plane rotate in the same direction (negative simulated eye rotation), direction errors are small and can become negative. Presumably, if the range of negative simulated eye rotation were increased, the magnitude of the negative direction error would also increase. For all three observers, the direction error is minimal at a rotation that, according to the results of Experiment 1, nulls perceived path curvature. Thus, the linear regressions intersect the dotted line defining zero direction error at approximately the same point as the null rotation found in Experiment 1. This is less evident for TCAF: it is not easy to discriminate between direction errors for the negative simulated eye rotations for this observer. Nevertheless, direction error is still small at the appropriate simulated eye rotation.
The regression slope for SME is shallower than the slopes for the other two observers. One reason for this may be individual differences in the perceived distance of the mouse cursor. As Royden (1994) has argued, mouse-pointing techniques involve placement of the cursor so as to intersect the perceived path. Indeed, our observers were instructed to do this. If the perceived path is curved, then direction error will increase as the perceived distance of the cursor increases by simple geometry. Ehrlich et al. (1998) found evidence for this by directly manipulating the perceived distance of stereoscopically-defined cursors. One possibility, therefore, is that the cursor appeared quite close for SME, thus reducing the magnitude of direction error found for this observer. Conversely, the cursor might have appeared farther away for the remaining two observers, thereby increasing direction error. Variation in perceived depth across observers is quite possible in these sparsely textured, monocularly viewed displays. Importantly, this variation should not alter the point at which the regression line passes through 0 direction error.
In summary, the experiments reported here show that path perception is measurably inaccurate, to a degree that is equivalent to the velocity of the Filehne illusion.
Discussion
These results provide further support for the use of extra-retinal signals in path perception. In Experiment 1, very similar gain ratios were found for both the Filehne illusion and the perceived direction of self-motion. Gain ratio appears to remain approximately constant over a wide range of translation speeds. Experiment 2 confirmed the results in the Path condition using a standard mouse-pointing technique. Thus, the process that compensates for the effect of eye movements is similar whether one judges that stationarity of the background or the motion of oneself.
In one sense, this is a surprising result because there is sufficient information in the retinal image to correct for the effect of eye movements during recovery of self-motion direction (Rieger & Lawton, 1985; Warren & Hannon, 1988 , 1990 Hildreth, 1992; Royden et al., 1992 Royden et al., , 1994 van den Berg, 1992; Harris, 1994; Perrone & Stone, 1994; Crowell, 1997; Stone & Perrone, 1997) . This information is not available for the judgement of stationarity. The results of the present experiments indicate that the visual system does not make use of image-based information, because path perception and Filehne illusion exhibited similar magnitudes of error. Does this conclusion apply to all possible circumstances? Possibly not, and the reason for suggesting this is that it depends in which co-ordinate system the path is to be computed. If the path is to be known relative to a particular landmark in the scene, then an image-based solution will suffice. This is because image-based solutions recover the observer's path in retino-centric co-ordinates. The direction of observer translation can then be referred to the retino-centric direction of the landmark in question. However, if the goal is to recover the path with respect to the head, then an extra-retinal signal is required to achieve the appropriate co-ordinate transform (see Beintema & van den Berg, 1998) . The present experiments emphasised head-centric judgements, thus maximising the likelihood that path perception and Filehne illusion relied on similar types of signal.
The value of gain ratio found was consistently less than 1. It is important to emphasise, however, that this does not imply that extra-retinal signals underestimate pursuit speed. Such a conclusion is only warranted if one assumes that retinal motion is encoded accurately. If this assumption is incorrect, as has been argued (Freeman & Banks, 1998a) , then there is an infinitude of retinal and extra-retinal gains for each specific gain ratio, some of which imply an underestimate of pursuit velocity and some of which imply an over-estimate of pursuit velocity. Failure to realise this has led to incorrect claims in the literature on head-centric motion perception.
The model discussed here predicts that head-centric motion judgements depend upon those stimulus factors known to affect perceived retinal speed. We have recently provided evidence for this in the case of simple forms of perceived head-centric motion, including the Filehne illusion (Freeman & Banks, 1998a ; see also Wertheim, 1987) . The current experiments demonstrate a similarity between self-motion and Filehne illusion during smooth eye pursuit. This suggests a dependence of path perception on the spatio-temporal structure of the stimulus, a prediction that is currently being investigated.
